**PRODUCT ID:** DS-875  

**DESCRIPTION:** The perfect solution to join fascia and soffits while preventing soffit water stains from runoff. The DS 875 has an industry standard 7/8” reveal and accommodates standard 3-coat plaster on the fascia and the soffit. Modifications can be made for special situations. If wider reveals are required Brand X Metals offers a 2pc Drip Screed in the following sizes: 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 3” and 4”.

**MATERIAL:** Aluminum Alloy 6063 T5  
**ASTM:** B 221

**THICKNESS:** Nominal .050

**LENGTH:** Standard: 10 ft.

**FINISH:** Standard - Clear Anodized (Architectural 200R1 med. Etch AAM32C10A21)  
Also available:  
- Alodine® or Chem-Film a.k.a. ‘chemical conversion’  
- Custom anodized finishes  
- Kynar® fluoro-polymer extrusion coating

**OPTIONS:** **Radius** – DS-875 can be curved to meet your jobs specifications